
CARBIDE REMOVAL BITS

PRICE SKIN SAFE? INFO USENAME

BIT
REFERENCE GUIDEPolished  Pinkies

$13.99 YES, 3/32
A multi-angle,

non abrasive bit

Excellent for cleaning and lifting the cuticle without
damaging or cutting the skin. Its purpose is to remove

the cuticle from the nail plate, leaving no scratch
marks behind. Great for manicures that need cuticle

care, but no enhancements.

CUTIECLEAN

$30.99 YES, 3/32
Skill level:
Beginner/

intermediate

Ideal option for removing gel or acrylic enhancements
from small nail beds and toes. It features 2 different
sizes of teeth, which creates an unmatched cutting

performance and leaves a smooth surface on the
enhancement. 

CUTIE

$31.99 YES, 3/32
Skill level:
Beginner/

intermediate

Beautiful option for a skin safe, specialty carbide bit.
This bit is excellent for removal of soft gel or hard gel

enhancements It features 2 different sizes of teeth,
which creates an unmatched cutting performance and

leaves a smooth surface on the enhancement. 

Nectarine Barrel
Carbide

$31.99 YES, 3/32
Skill level:
Beginner/

intermediate

This is an excellent 'general' specialty carbide. It
features 2 different sizes of teeth, which creates an

unmatched cutting performance and leaves a smooth
surface on the enhancement. 

Nectarine
Carbide

$31.99 YES, 3/32
Skill level:
Beginner/

intermediate

Ideal for removing soft or hard gel enhancements. It
features 2 different sizes of teeth, which creates an

unmatched cutting performance and leaves a smooth
surface on the enhancement. 

Nectarine Round
Carbide (safety

bit)



CARBIDE REMOVAL BITS

PRICE SKIN SAFE? INFO USENAME

BIT
REFERENCE GUIDEPolished  Pinkies

$31.99 YES, 3/32
Skill Level:
Beginner

The Sinistral Carbide features cross cut teeth to make
for a smooth removal of gel or acrylic enhancements. 

Sinistral Carbide
- LEFTY

$30.99 YES, 3/32
Skill level:
Beginner

The Sinistral Carbide features cross cut teeth to make
for a smooth removal of gel or acrylic enhancements.

The Sinistral small is ideal for removing
enhancements from toes. 

Sinistral Small
Carbide - LEFTY

$30.99 YES, 3/32
Skill level:
Beginner/

intermediate

The Plush carbide is a mix of medium and fine teeth,
which helps create an easy removal of enhancements.

The small carbide is ideal for enhancement removal
from toes. 

Plush Small
Carbide

$31.99 YES, 3/32
Skill level:
Beginner/

intermediate

The Plush carbide is a mix of medium and fine teeth,
which helps create an easy removal of enhancements. Plush Carbide

$31.99 YES, 3/32
Skill level:

Intermediate

The Refiner bit is PERFECT for cleaning up cured gel
that cured in the wrong place. OOPS! Use this bit at
22-26k RPM and use light pressure on the area that

needs refining.

Refiner Carbide
Bit



CARBIDE REMOVAL BITS

PRICE SKIN SAFE? INFO USENAME

BIT
REFERENCE GUIDEPolished  Pinkies

$30.99 YES, 3/32
Skill Level:

Intermediate

The Cobra carbide is a medium coarse bit with a
pointed tip, which helps create an easy removal of

enhancements. Ideal for soft or hard gel.
Cobra Carbide

$30.99 YES, 3/32
Skill level:

Intermediate

The Baby Boa carbide is a medium coarse bit, which
helps create an easy removal of enhancements. Ideal

for removal of soft or hard gel.
 

Baby Boa Carbide

$31.99 YES, 3/32
Skill level:

Intermediate

The Boa carbide is a medium coarse bit, which helps
create an easy removal of enhancements. Ideal for

soft or hard gel. 
Boa Carbide

$25.59 YES, 3/32
Skill level:

Intermediate
The Knockout is excellent for hard gel enhancement

removal. 
Knockout
Carbide

$31.99 YES, 3/32
Skill level:
Advanced

The Big Thunder is a whiz in the salon! The course
cross cut teeth make for easy removal of hard gel or

acrylic enhancements.

Big Thunder
Carbide (football)



CARBIDE REMOVAL BITS

PRICE SKIN SAFE? INFO USENAME

BIT
REFERENCE GUIDEPolished  Pinkies

$31.99 YES, 3/32
Skill Level:
Advanced

The Big Thunder is a whiz in the salon! The course
cross cut teeth make for easy removal of hard gel or

acrylic enhancements.

Big Thunder
Taper Carbide

$30.99 YES, 3/32
Skill level:
Advanced

The Acrylic Shaper is ideal for cleaning up the shape
of acrylic enhancements around the cuticle area. This

bit can also be used to thin the free edge from
underneath of the sculpted enhancement. This is part

of The Big Thunder series. 

Acrylic Shaper
Carbide

$22.99 YES, 3/32
Available in Fine
or Medium grit

Ideal for cleaning product from the underside of the
enhancement or for removing free edge growth from

sculpted enhancements. 

Undernail
Cleaner - carbide



DIAMOND BITS

PRICE INFO GRIT USENAME

BIT
REFERENCE GUIDEPolished  Pinkies

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium grit (blue

band

This bit is the PERFECT bit for prepping a cuticle area
with very little grow out! Ideal for those clients who

prefer a 2 week color change. 

2 week Flame -
Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Fine Grit (red

band)
The Ball Bit is used to remove the excess tissue from

the eponychium. (3.5MM)
Ball Bit (Fine),

large - Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium Grit
(blue band)

The Ball Bit is used to remove the excess tissue from
the eponychium. (3.5MM)

Ball Bit, large -
Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium Grit
(blue band)

The Ball Bit is more used to remove the excess tissue
from the eponychium. (3.1MM)

Ball Bit, medium -
Diamond

$16.99 Sold individually Medium Grit
The Diamond Barrel is a staple in the salon. The multi
use diamond bit is great for shaping enhancements,

smoothing the under side of enhancements and more!
Diamond Barrel



DIAMOND BITS

PRICE INFO GRIT USENAME

BIT
REFERENCE GUIDEPolished  Pinkies

$16.99 Medium grit

The Tapered Diamond is the original prepper bit to the
nail industry. This bit is great for smoothing bulky
product and cutting away dead cuticle from a nail

plate that doesn't have any enhancement product left
behind. 

Diamond Tapered
Barrel

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Fine Grit (red

band)

The Flame is more commonly known as the Russian
Flame. The size 18 is a bit more narrow at the nose of

the bit and can be considered more advanced. 

Flame (Fine), size
18 - Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Fine Grit (red

band)

The Flame is more commonly known as the Russian
Flame. The size 21 is the more common size in the

industry.

Flame (Fine), size
21 - Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium Grit
(blue band)

The Flame is more commonly known as the Russian
Flame. The size 18 is a bit more narrow at the nose of

the bit and can be considered more advanced. 

Flame, size 18 -
Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium Grit
(blue band)

The Flame is more commonly known as the Russian
Flame. The size 21 is common shape and most popular

in the nail industry. 
 

Flame, size 21 -
Diamond



DIAMOND BITS

PRICE INFO GRIT USENAME

BIT
REFERENCE GUIDEPolished  Pinkies

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium Grit
(blue band)

The Flat Top Cylinder is more commonly known as the
Russian Cylinder. The nose has a flat top which is
ideal for 'cutting' through the tough cuticle that is

stuck to the nail plate. 

Flat Top Cylinder
- Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium Grit
(blue band)

The Flat Top Tapered Sciver is a combination of the
traditional tapered sciver and the flat top cylinder

bits. 

Flat Top Tapered
Sciver - Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Fine Grit (red

band)
The Olive is an excellent alternative to the ball bit. 

Olive (Fine) -
Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium Grit
(blue band)

The Olive is an excellent alternative to the ball bit. Olive - Diamond

$32.00 Sold individually Course
The Pedi Bit - Coarse is a tough bit that will help

eliminate even the toughest callus! Course is the ideal
bit for eliminating calluses on the feet. 

Pedi Bit - Coarse
Diamond

(recommended)



DIAMOND BITS

PRICE INFO GRIT USENAME

BIT
REFERENCE GUIDEPolished  Pinkies

$36.00 Sold individually Super course
The Pedi Bit - Super Coarse is a tough bit that will

help eliminate even the toughest callus! Super course
is only necessary for extreme, overgrown callus

situations. 

Pedi Bit - Super
Coarse Diamond

(extreme callous)

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium Grit
(blue band)

The Raindrop is an excellent alternative to the ball bit.
It is also ideal for cleaning up calluses under the nail

groove of the fingertip area.

Raindrop -
Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium Grit
(blue band)

The one and only. The original petite diamond
prepping bit. Never to be outdone. Classic. The Sciver!Sciver - Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium Grit
(blue band)

The Silver Bullet is the ultimate DO IT ALL BIT! Clean
up the nail plate and the surrounding skin with one bit.

WIN!

Silver Bullet -
Diamond

$11.99 1 bit per package
Can be used without oil as a finishing exfoliator bit on

the eponychium prior to applying enhancements or
with oil after the enhancement service is complete.

Skin Finisher -
Diamond Ball



DIAMOND BITS

PRICE INFO GRIT USENAME

BIT
REFERENCE GUIDEPolished  Pinkies

$8.99 1 bit per package
Can be used without oil as a finishing exfoliator bit on

the eponychium prior to applying enhancements or
with oil after the enhancement service is complete.

Skin Finisher -
Silicone

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Fine Grit (red

band)

The Tapered Sciver is a a Polished Pinkies FAVE!! We
love this bit because it is a 'do it all' bit - the basic

manicure bit!

Tapered Sciver
(Fine), size 18 -

Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium Grit
(blue band)

The Tapered Sciver is a Polished Pinkies FAVE!! The
size 18 is a more advanced version because it is a bit

thinner in circumference. We love this bit because it is
a 'do it all' bit - the basic manicure bit!

Tapered Sciver,
size 18 - Diamond

$20.99 Sold in sets of 2
Medium Grit
(blue band)

The Tapered Sciver is a Polished Pinkies FAVE! Size 21
has a bigger circumference and is ideal for beginners.
We love this bit because it is a 'do it all' bit - the basic

manicure bit!

Tapered Sciver,
size 21 - DIamond


